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Monitoring the ammonia gas is of great interest to both environmental benefits and human health. The recent advance in polymer thin film transistors (TFTs) can realize high sensitivity and low-cost gas sensors. Ammonia gas interacts with charge carrier channels and polymer/dielectrics interface through Coulomb force. This is the first report of high sensitivity and reusable ammonia sensor fabricated from thiophene-isooindigo donor–acceptor conducting polymer. This kind of polymer has advantages of simple synthesis and excellent air stability. The systematic study is carried out to investigate relationship among chemical structure variation and morphology control of polymer to the performance of ammonia sensor. High crystallinity, favored crystal orientation, and direct percolation routes for analytes are found to be essential to increase the susceptibility of polymers to ammonia gas. By strengthening edge-on morphology, the sensitivity can be enhanced fivefold for the same polymer. The idea can put forward the development of sensor array in a time-efficient manner by employing the morphology effect.

1. Introduction

Polymer thin film transistors (TFTs) have been recently explored in sensor applications due to the continuous progress in materials and understanding of the polymer devices.[1] The semiconducting polymers held several advantages in their easily tunable chemical structures and morphologies over their inorganic counterparts to achieve high sensitivity and good selectivity. One of the widely studied analytes is ammonia gas, a major volatile compounds in the atmosphere and one of the cause for airborne particulate matter.[2] Gaseous ammonia in the atmosphere is generally produced from agricultural activities, manufacturing plants, vehicular emissions and volatilization from soils and oceans.[3] Also, it is essential to monitor the concentration level of ammonia in breath for health since ammonia is recognized as a pathogenetic factor for Alzheimer’s disease.[4] Thus, a variety of ammonia sensors based on organic materials have been developed. Thin film transistors have multiparameters to achieve high sensitivity and discrimination between isomers, which is beyond the reach of chemiresistors alike. By improving the performance and stability of the device, the polymer TFTs have the potential to be mass produced and commercialized due to the polymer thin films can be solution processed with excellent film integrity, compared to small organic molecule semiconductors with poor mechanical stability.

Ammonia generally interacts with the semiconducting polymers by either chemical reactions through specific functional groups[5] or physical adsorption near the charge carriers.[6] Zhang and co-workers[7] have reported the improvement in sensitivity of the ammonia sensor by synthesizing designed functional groups in the polymer chemical structure. Although the direct interaction with the analytes is favored in many aspects, the diversity induced by the slight alteration of polymer structures has to be understood to clarify the influence besides chemical bonding. Without the aid of chemical reactions, ammonia usually influence the charge transport in two ways: (1) adsorbing on the polymers through Coulomb interaction,[8] which reduces the conductance in p-type polymers; (2) accumulating at the polymer/ dielectrics interface,[9] which changes the charge distribution at the interface and leads to threshold voltage (VT) shifts. Typical approaches toward improving sensitivity of ammonia sensors involve increasing the surface area of the polymers[10] or exposing the carrier channels to analytes.[11] However, polymer packing order and the morphology of polymer thin films are crucial to achieve high mobility. It is imperative to understand the morphology effect on both TFTs and gas sensors. The chemical structure of the polymers and the processing conditions can lead to different film morphology and shed light on how to tune the morphology with minimum sacrifice in charge transport capability.

Donor(D)–acceptor(A) copolymers possess the advantage of various chemical structures in the polymer main chain and superior TFT performance, comparing to homopolymers like
Recently, a variety of air stable and high mobility D–A polymer TFT devices have been reported. Good air stability is particularly important for gas sensors to achieve reliable sensing response and low detection limit. However, some of the D–A copolymers, such as diketopyrrolopyrrole-based polymers, require rigorous and complicated multisteps synthesis, which prolongs the sensor developing cycle. Considering the synthesis of polymers, D–A copolymers based on isoindigo are particularly attractive due to two reasons. (1) Isoindigo is a natural dye which can be extracted from plants. (2) It takes only two synthesis steps to prepare isoindigo polymers. Thus, isoindigo polymers are beneficial and environmental friendly for mass production in the future. Several groups have reported good sensing ability for metal ions detection in aqueous solution and discrimination of gaseous xylene isomers by utilizing isoindigo-based polymer TFTs. As far as we known, there are no reference using isoindigo-based polymer transistors as ammonia sensor. In addition, the morphology and electrical properties of D–A copolymers are also related to the chemical structures. It is particularly interesting to note that the slight changes in the donor segment can lead to different crystallinity and packing orientation of isoindigo-based polymers. With carefully designed chemical structures, we can explore the morphology effect to enhance sensitivity of ammonia sensors.

Herein, we aim for a simple solution to fabricate high sensitivity ammonia sensor: easy-to-synthesize polymers and simple device structure. We fabricated the devices by using a series of isoindigo-based D–A copolymers. The copolymers, P3TI, P4TI, P5TI, and P6TI, were consisted of different numbers of thiophenes in the donor segment and named accordingly. The different chemical structure among these PnTI polymers can manifest in TFT characteristics, polymer packing, surface morphology, and sensitivity toward ammonia gas. We explored the morphology effect on polymer transistors and sensing capability thereof from the aspects of the chemical structure and the packing orientation of the polymers. In our polymer system, we found out that the susceptibility of polymer films to analytes depends heavily on both the polymer crystals quality and surface morphology. By exploring the morphology effect, reliable and real-time ammonia detection was realized at the concentration as low as 1 ppm in air. The TFT sensors exhibit good air stability and long term stability—less than 10% decrease in mobility after storing 60 days in ambient condition. We also demonstrated significant sensibility difference from P6TI TFT devices by manipulating the polymer packing orientation through processing. The results provide a simple and efficient route for the development of high sensitivity and low cost sensor arrays.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Electrical Characteristics of PnTI Transistors

The chemical structures of PnTI polymers are shown in Scheme 1 and the synthetic routes to each polymer are according to our previous work. The polymers used in this study have number-average molecular weight (Mn) and molecular weight distribution (PDI) in the range of 26–48k and 1.77–2.41, respectively. The TFT devices with the bottom-gate top-contact geometry are adopted to evaluate the field effect of the PnTI polymers and served as ammonia sensors. Polymer thin films or devices are denoted as PnTI-CF or PnTI-DCB according to the processing solvent, chloroform (CF), or dichlorobenzene (DCB), respectively. In Figure 1a, the transfer curve of P3TI-CF transistor shows the typical I–V response of p-type materials and the hole mobility extracted from the saturation region is about 0.026 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹. The device exhibits ignorable hysteresis and

![Scheme 1. Chemical structures of a) P3TI (m = 1) and P5TI (m = 2) and b) P4TI (m = 1) and P6TI (m = 2).](image)

![Figure 1. a) Transfer and b) output characteristics of a P3TI-CF transistor at VDS = −20 V after annealing at 180 °C under vacuum.](image)
small contact resistance as indicated in the output characteristics in Figure 1b. The PnTI thin films fabricated from CF and DCB are investigated and the detailed TFT results are summarized in Table 1. Generally, the PnTI polymers have hole mobility around 0.1–0.01 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ with on/off ratio greater than 10⁴. The response of all PnTI TFTs are the same in both ambient and nitrogen environment. The results of long term stability are included in the Supporting Information. After storing in air for two months, the mobility of PnTI TFTs decays less than 10% from the average mobility in the first 5 days, indicating good air stability of the devices. For convenience, nitrogen served as a carrier for ammonia gas to evaluate the influence of ammonia and dry air was used in the real-time ammonia detection.

2.2. Thin Film Morphology of PnTI Films

In conventional gas sensors, increasing surface area is usually a robust way to induce high sensitivity and fast response. Several groups have reported high-performance gas sensors based on polymer transistors by exploring different morphology which corresponds to different surface area. For a TFT device, the shift in threshold voltage can produce an enormous difference in the source–drain current under the same operating gate voltage. Ammonia molecules can cause such difference by changing the charge distribution at the interface of semiconductor and dielectrics once they are adjacent to the dielectrics. Thus, to achieve high sensitivity ammonia sensor, the polymer films have to contain direct and unhindered percolation routes for ammonia gas to reach the polymer/dielectrics interface. To achieve this, large surface area and high crystallinity of polymer films are required. The polymer with highly ordered structures is beneficial for distinct and high crystallinity grains surrounding by grain boundaries.

Grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) was used to study the polymer morphology and crystallinity. The 2D GIWAXS images of PnTI-CF thin films in Figure 2 reveal the influence of the chemical structure of PnTI polymers on the polymer packing orientation and crystallinity. The calculated crystallographic parameters of the PnTI polymers are summarized in Table 2. In Figure 2a, P3TI-CF film has reflections from the lamellae structure in both out-of-plane (Qz) and in-plane (Qxy) directions, indicating P3TI packing along the substrate (edge-on) and perpendicular to the substrate (face-on), respectively. Thus, the P3TI-CF exhibits bimodal morphology having the edge-on and face-on lamellae crystals about equal intensity of crystallinity. The lamellar spacing (d₁₀₀) is 21.3 Å, calculated from the (200) reflection in the out-of-plane line-cuts of the GIWAXS image. The signal at Qz = 1.64 Å represents the π–π interaction of face-on crystals in the P3TI-CF film which has a π–π spacing of 3.7 Å. In Figure 2b, the P5TI-CF film shows only clear (100) reflection in Qz direction without any face-on signals. The lamellae spacing of P5TI-CF is determined

Table 1. Saturation mobility (μsat), on/off ratio, and threshold voltage (Vt) of PnTI transistors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>μsat [cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹]</th>
<th>On/off</th>
<th>Vt [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3TI-CF</td>
<td>0.026 ± 0.001</td>
<td>&gt;10⁴</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3TI-DCB</td>
<td>0.059 ± 0.007</td>
<td>&gt;10⁴</td>
<td>0.1 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4TI-CF</td>
<td>0.017 ± 0.001</td>
<td>&gt;10⁵</td>
<td>3.7 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4TI-DCB</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.002</td>
<td>&gt;10⁴</td>
<td>-0.1 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5TI-CF</td>
<td>0.037 ± 0.001</td>
<td>&gt;10⁴</td>
<td>-3.0 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5TI-DCB</td>
<td>0.053 ± 0.011</td>
<td>&gt;10⁴</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6TI-CF</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.002</td>
<td>&gt;10⁵</td>
<td>6.9 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6TI-DCB</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.002</td>
<td>&gt;10⁵</td>
<td>-2.0 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. 2D grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) images of a) P3TI-CF, b) P5TI-CF, c) P4TI-CF, and d) P6TI-CF thin films. All films were annealed at the optimal temperature in vacuum for an hour.
as 20.6 Å, slightly smaller than that of P3TI-CF. From the chemical structure point of view, odd number of thiophenes in donor segment results in asymmetric polymer structures. The crystal structures are not very well-defined because the large spacing of alkyl side chains and twisted isoindigo segment are present in the P5TI-CF. The low order reflections are observed in the P3TI-CF as well as the P5TI-CF, and thus both thin films are of low crystallinity.

For the other two polymers, P4TI and P6TI are structurally symmetric with the even number of thiophenes in the repeating unit. The polymer films are expected to be orderly packed and crystalline. Similar odd–even effect in isoindigo-based D–A polymers were also reported by Pei and co-workers.[15] As shown in Figure 2c, the P4TI-CF exhibits the reflection from the lamellae structure up to (400) in Qz direction, indicating well-ordered edge-on morphology. The crystals of P4TI-CF are tightly packed into the lamellae structure, which is supported by the small lamellae spacing of 18.1 Å. With the isoindigo segments connected by even number of thiophenes with minimum twists, the spacing between polymer chains is reduced and the planarity of P4TI is improved. The strong intermolecular interaction of P4TI allows the polymer to self-aggregate easily, leading to ordered crystalline structures in the thin film. The other symmetric polymer, P6TI-CF, also has good crystallinity. It is supported by the clear (300) reflection shown in Figure 2d, small d100 of 18.9 Å and small full width at half maximum of π–π interaction peak. The difference between P4TI-CF and P6TI-CF lies in the orientation of crystals. While P4TI-CF has uniformly edge-on crystals, P6TI-CF has bimodal morphology, in which lamellae structures are observed in both Qz and Qxy directions. There are two reasons for face-on crystals to be present in P6TI-CF. First, P6TI contains two more alkyl side chains on thiophenes than that of P4TI in each repeating unit of respective polymer. The alkyl side chains take time to arrange themselves to the ordered structure. The more the side chains are, the more time the process takes. The second reason is the use of low boiling point chloroform solvent (63 °C). It has little time for P6TI to form crystals because chloroform evaporates rather quickly. Thus, the P6TI-CF contains crystals with two orientations: aligned along and perpendicular to the substrate.

It is clear that asymmetric polymer structures leads to thin films with moderate crystallinity while symmetric polymer structures produce high crystallinity thin films. The evaporation rate of the processing solvent also affects the polymer packing because the polymer chains take time to rearrange and pack into crystals. To provide more time for polymers to form ordered crystals, high boiling point solvent DCB is used to compare with CF. The GIWAXS images of PnTI-DCB are shown in the Supporting Information. The GIWAXS study reveals two major influence of DCB on the formation of polymer crystals. First, the polymer films made from DCB result in higher crystallinity than those fabricated from CF. The P5TI-DCB and P6TI-DCB have smaller lamellae spacing (d100) than P5TI-CF and P6TI-CF as summarized in Table 2. The small d100 indicates tightly packed polymer crystals. The clear difference in d100 from solvent effect for P5TI and P6TI is partly because there are more side chains on those two polymers and they take long time to be orderly packed. For P3TI-DCB and P4TI-DCB films, the lamellae spacing is the same with their CF-fabricated counterparts since there are only two alkyl side chains in the repeating unit of each polymer. Considering the polycrystalline nature of polymers, coherence length (Lc) was calculated to represent the crystalline domain size with the compensation of the cumulative disorder.[17] The coherence length of P3TI-DCB is two times longer than P3TI-CF, indicating larger polymer crystals. The other impact of using DCB as processing solvent is the unidirectional polymer packing orientation. All PnTI-DCB films show reflections from lamellae structures in only Qz direction, indicating dominantly edge-on morphology regardless of the polymer chemical structure. Therefore, we can tune the morphology of the P3TI and P6TI thin films from bimodal to edge-on by using different solvents during processing.

### Table 2. Crystallographic parameters, the lamellae spacing (d100) and the coherence length (Lc) of PnTI calculated from 2D GIWAXS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>d100 [Å]</th>
<th>Lc [Å]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3TI-CF</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3TI-DCB</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4TI-CF</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4TI-DCB</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5TI-CF</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5TI-DCB</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6TI-CF</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6TI-DCB</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Surface Morphology of PnTI Films

Efficient diffusion route for ammonia gas in the polymer film is another important factor to achieve high sensitivity sensor. In the TFT devices, charge carriers mainly transfer near the dielectrics due to the strong electric field. Ammonia molecules have to reach the dielectrics/polymer interface or charge carrier channels to change the polymer transistor characteristics. Continuous and direct pathways are favored for fast detection of analytes, provided that such pathways do not affect carrier transport in the polymer thin films. Surface morphology of PnTI films is probed by tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). All PnTI films have smooth surface without micrometer-sized structures or aggregates, as indicated by the low average surface roughness of 0.585, 0.592, 0.802, and 0.460 nm for P3TI-CF, P4TI-CF, P5TI-CF, and P6TI-CF, respectively. Figure 3a shows the surface morphology of P3TI-CF and the height curve using the line section. The surface of P3TI-CF is consisted of bundles of fibers about the size of 10 to 40 nm. The small fibrous structures are composed of polymer crystals and the surrounding amorphous polymer chains. The spacing between the polymer fibers is mostly discrete and small, which gives P3TI-CF inefficient diffusion pathways. In Figure 3b, the other asymmetric polymer film, P5TI-CF, appears to have spherical structures. The assembled structures are in the range of 30–80 nm. The spacing between the structures is larger in P5TI-CF than P3TI-CF but the percolation routes are winding which deter the direct diffusion path for analyte gas. By contrast, the P4TI-CF exhibits large plate-like and continuous structures in horizontal direction as shown in Figure 3c. Through the line section, we can observe three kinds
of structural morphology (from the top to the bottom of surface): (a) small white aggregate area, (b) yellowish brown area: a layer of P4TI polymer, and (c) dark brown area observed through the voids of yellowish brown area: another layer of polymer. The dark brown areas observed through the voids are part of another layer of polymer and the small white areas are on the top of the brown layer. The line section reveals that the height difference, between two layers of polymers or between the white spots and the brown layer, is about 18 Å, consistent with the \( d_{100} \) of P4TI-CF calculated from X-ray scattering study. Such large-scale ordered structure results from the high crystallinity and edge-on only packing orientation of P4TI. Ammonia can easily reach the bottom layer of polymers and dielectrics surface through the voids of the top layer of P4TI-CF. The favorable surface morphology accompanied with edge-on crystals may increase the sensitivity of P4TI-CF to ammonia gas. Figure 3d finds that the other symmetric polymer film, the P6TI-CF, does not have the layered structures as shown in the P4TI-CF. Instead, the P6TI-CF exhibits small fibrous structures. The sizes of the fibers are in the range of 8–20 nm. The symmetric chemical structure of P6TI leads to tightly packed crystals. However, containing both edge-on and face-on crystals, it is hard for the P6TI-CF to form large-scaled ordered structures. Thus, small fibers instead of layered structures are prevalent in the P6TI-CF. The diffusion pathways for ammonia are also hindered in the P6TI-CF.

2.4. Morphology Effect on the Sensitivity to Ammonia

To correlate the morphology effect and ammonia detection, the PnTI TFTs are first characterized under a set of ammonia environments (0, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ppm). Figure 4a,b shows the transfer curves of the P3TI-CF and the P4TI-CF with and without ammonia exposure. The P3TI-CF represents the film with low crystallinity and winding diffusion pathways while the P4TI-CF stands for the film with high crystallinity and direct percolation routes. The P3TI-CF retains most of its on–off characteristics: the drain current value, the on–off ratio, the mobility, and the threshold voltage. A small threshold voltage shift (\( \Delta V_T \)) of 1.5 V manifests in the presence of 50 ppm ammonia. The small \( \Delta V_T \) is because of the bimodal morphology and the discrete spacing in the film. On the other hand, the transfer curves of the P4TI-CF have large shifts toward negative with increasing ammonia concentration. The threshold voltage of the P4TI-CF shifts 4.1 V in merely 10 min exposure to 1 ppm ammonia and \( \Delta V_T \) under 50 ppm ammonia is sixfold larger than that of the P3TI-CF. The dramatic changes in the characteristics of the P4TI-CF are due to the following two reasons. The first reason is the highly crystalline crystals packed in edge-on orientation. The amorphous polymers only take a small percentage in a high crystallinity polymer film. Ammonia molecules can physically absorb on the charge carriers channels easily. The unidirection of charge transport in edge-on packing polymer film also contributes to the cause. The second reason is the efficient diffusion pathways for ammonia to permeate through the polymer film and reach the dielectric surface. Layered structures and large voids are beneficial to accomplish this goal. The significant differences between the P3TI-CF and the P4TI-CF mainly arise from the well-ordered, edge-on only polymer packing and the direct percolation paths for ammonia gas in the P4TI-CF thin films. Thus, the P4TI-CF has higher sensitivity to ammonia than the P3TI-CF by having favored morphology, which even overcomes its inferior mobility of 0.017 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹.
Figure 4c shows the threshold voltage changes of PnTI-CF and PnTI-DCB. All P3TI and P5TI devices exhibit little difference in $V_T$. This is due to the low crystallinity originated from their asymmetric chemical structures. Large amount amorphous polymers cover the crystals well (few voids) that slow down the permeation rate of ammonia from top of the device to the carrier channels and polymer/dielectrics interface. The charge distribution near the dielectric interface is not affected much by the influx of ammonia and there are merely slight changes in the charge carrier concentration of the polymer. Therefore, charge carrier transports in P3TI and P5TI TFTs retain most of their intrinsic characteristics regardless of using high boiling point solvent or not. For highly crystalline P4TI, the P4TI-DCB shows even larger $\Delta V_T$ than the P4TI-CF. The reason, however, is the effective and direct diffusion paths in the film rather than the crystallinity. As discussed in the previous sections, the P4TI-CF has high crystallinity, edge-on packing orientation, and favored surface morphology. The P4TI-DCB has the equal crystallinity and the same crystals orientation as determined by GIWAXS. The main difference lies in the surface morphology of the two films. The AFM image (Figure S4, Supporting Information) of P4TI-DCB shows several voids that can reach 55 Å (three layers of P4TI) below the top layer of polymer. These voids provide direct diffusion paths for ammonia to reach deep into the polymer film. Therefore, with more effective pathways to diffuse to the polymer/dielectric interface, P4TI-DCB exhibit higher sensitivity than P4TI-CF.

Highly crystalline polymer films do not always have high sensitivity. Despite of its high crystallinity, the P6TI-CF exhibits only small $\Delta V_T$ after exposing to ammonia. By contrast, the P6TI-DCB shifts five times larger in $V_T$ than that of the P6TI-CF. The main difference lies in the tightness of crystal packing in the P6TI-CF and P6TI-DCB. To compare the difference between edge-on and bimodal thin films and their susceptibility to ammonia, the charge distribution changes by ammonia molecules at the dielectric interface in each film are illustrated in Figure 5. Here we consider the adjacent polymer layer to the dielectric because it directly decides the characteristics of the device. In the case of edge-on morphology, there are voids between crystals because not every crystals are strictly edge-on. Polymers do not cover all of dielectric surface due to these voids. The voids between polymer crystals can thus serve as the diffusion pathways for ammonia. Also, the spacing between crystal and dielectric is large due to the long alkyl side chains and octadecylsilane monolayer on top of the SiO$_2$ dielectric. Ammonia gas can diffuse into these spacing through the voids between the crystals. Then, ammonia molecules change the charge distribution at the polymer/dielectric interface, leading to large $V_T$ shift. On the other hand, we speculate that the bimodal morphology keep the polymer/dielectric interface from the influence of ammonia gas. The alkyl side chains of face-on crystals are parallel to the substrate, which allow the face-on crystals to be closer to the dielectric.
at the interface than edge-on crystals. With both edge-on and face-on crystals packed closely, bimodal polymer films have greater coverage near the dielectrics interface than edge-on polymer films. The voids near the dielectric are scarce. Thus, polymers with bimodal morphology can retain the threshold voltage by shielding the dielectrics from ammonia gas. Therein accounts for the different $\Delta V_T$ of P6TI-CF and P6TI-DCB when exposing to ammonia. The idea is particularly useful for building sensor arrays by tuning the morphology rather than synthesizing different polymers, which can be quite time-consuming.

2.5. In Situ Ammonia Detection

Real-time ammonia detecting is carried out by exposing the PnTI TFTs to different concentrations of ammonia in air. The P3TI-CF and P4TI-CF TFTs are used to demonstrate the sensitivity difference caused by packing symmetry and surface morphology. Figure 6 shows that the P4TI-CF is more sensitive than the P3TI-CF. The sensing response was defined by the following equation

$$R = \frac{I_D(t) - I_D(0)}{I_D(0)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $I_D(t)$ and $I_D(0)$ are the drain current at time $t$ and the start of the measurement, respectively. The response of P4TI-CF is easily twice as large as that of P3TI-CF since the threshold voltage of P4TI-CF shifts rather dramatically in the presence of ammonia. We are able to detect 1 ppm ammonia with P4TI-CF TFT directly. Edge-on morphology, high crystallinity, and large percolation paths for analytes are clearly beneficial to achieve fast response and highly sensitive ammonia sensor. The reusability of the TFT sensors is also investigated. The PnTI TFTs sensors can be reset by expelling the trapped ammonia molecules with a positive gate bias, which accelerate the desorption process. Direct diffusion pathways are also preferred in resetting the device.

2.6. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Ammonia Sensors Based on Polymer TFT

In real practice, ammonia sensors with different detection range are required for specific application. For instance, the leakage from chemical plants generally lies in the range of 20–1000 ppm\cite{18} while the household alarms require detection limit lower than 20 ppm, meeting the recommended exposure limit of 25 ppm established by the U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.\cite{19} On the other hand, ultrasensitive ammonia sensors (detection range in 1 ppb to 1 ppm) are suitable for medical diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease or kidney disorder. Polymer transistors can realize full range detection of ammonia by improving air stability and reversibility. The PnTI TFT sensors possess these two important criteria. Numerous high-performance ammonia sensors based on polymers have been reported in the literature and they are summarized in Table 3.

Among these reported highly sensitive sensors, two strategies are

Table 3. Comparison with recently reported ammonia sensors based on polymer TFTs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials (functional group)</th>
<th>Film structure</th>
<th>Detection range [ppm]</th>
<th>Response time$^a$</th>
<th>Air stability$^b$</th>
<th>Reversibility$^c$</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3HT</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>0.1–25</td>
<td>5–25 s</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT/PS</td>
<td>Structured</td>
<td>5–50</td>
<td>5–10 min</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBTTT</td>
<td>Nanostructured</td>
<td>10–100</td>
<td>5–15 s</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>[9b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBIIDF-BT</td>
<td>Porous</td>
<td>0.5–50</td>
<td>8 s$^d$</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPPT-TT</td>
<td>Nanostructured</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1–3 min</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4TI</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>1–100</td>
<td>1–3 min</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTTEH (C=C-O)</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>0.01–100</td>
<td>20–40 s$^e$</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDPPCOOH-BT (COOH)</td>
<td>Nanoporous</td>
<td>0.01–1000</td>
<td>5–10 s</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Vacuum</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDFDT (F)</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>1–1000</td>
<td>1–2 min</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>[9a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPP2T-TT/PVP-HDA (OH, COOH, F)</td>
<td>Nanoporous</td>
<td>0.001–100</td>
<td>1–10 s</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Response time is estimated from the time-dependent response curves at the 80% of the maximum response value if the data are not available in the reference; $^b$The air stability is determined by whether air is the carrier gas used in the experiment or not; $^c$Reversibility is determined by whether there are multiple measurements in the time-dependent response curves or other supporting data; $^d$The value is based on the measurement under 10 ppm NH$_3$; $^e$The value is based on the measurement under 100 ppm NH$_3$. 

Figure 6. Sensor response of P3TI-CF and P4TI-CF to ammonia concentration from 1 to 50 ppm in air. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ppm) P3TI-CF and P4TI-CF are both operated at $V_{GS} = -30$ V and $V_{DS} = -30$ V.
generally adopted to achieve high sensitivity and fast response: increasing surface area of polymers and incorporating functional groups such as carboxylic acid or fluorine. However, these methods require extra care and efforts in preparation. Increasing surface area usually involves complex processing, which leads to large batch-to-batch variation. For incorporating functional groups in polymers, multistep synthesis indicates long developing time and is challenging for scale-up in the future. In contrast, with simple processing and synthesis, the PnTI TFT sensors exhibit comparable sensitivity with the best reported ammonia sensors. The promising results of this research confirm that the strategy of tuning the morphology of conducting polymers to have edge-on morphology, high crystallinity, and large percolation paths for analytes can indeed improve the sensitivity and response time of the sensor. This idea can further the development of new polymer transistor-based sensors.

3. Conclusion

In this work, we have investigated the impact of the chemical structures and the thin film morphology of the PnTI polymers on the susceptibility to ammonia and tuning the favorable morphology toward high sensitivity. GIWAXS study in conjunction with surface morphology analysis elucidated the observed changes upon intake of ammonia gas. High sensitivity and fast response ammonia sensors can be achieved by exploring the trapping effect at the interfaces of polymer crystals/crystals and polymer crystals/dielectrics. Polymer films consisted with high crystallinity and ordered crystals in only edge-on direction tend to have favored morphology. The efficient diffusion pathways in the film allow ammonia to change the charge distribution in the device and result in large threshold voltage shifts after exposing to ammonia. On the other hand, polymers with low crystallinity or bimodal morphology show slow and small response to analytes. The degree of winding of percolation routes is different in each case and the charge transport routes are not readily affected by ammonia. We demonstrated the morphology of P6TI can be easily tuned by processing methods to achieve favored edge-on packing from bimodal packing. Through tuning the morphology of polymer thin films, it would be time-efficient to build sensor arrays to discriminate mixed analytes.

4. Experimental Section

Materials: The synthesis method of PnTI polymers was according to the previous work with modification at the microwave power and reaction time to obtain high molecular weight. The number-average molecular weight (\(M_n\)) and molecular weight distribution (PDI) were in the range of 26–48k and 1.77–2.41, respectively. Both values were determined by high temperature gel permeation chromatography at 135 °C, using 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as eluent and monodisperse polystyrene as the calibration standard. All chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or Acros and used as received unless otherwise mentioned.

Device Fabrication: The polymers were fabricated into thin film transistors with the bottom-gate top-contact geometry. The PnTI polymers were spin-cast from either chloroform (0.27 wt%) or o-dichlorobenzene (0.50 wt%) solution onto OTS-modified 300 nm SiO\(_2\)/n\(^+\) Si substrates. Polymer thin films or devices were denoted as PnTI-CF or PnTI-DCB according to the processing solvent. PSTI thin films were subsequently annealed at 210 °C in vacuum for an hour while the annealing process for other polymers was performed at 180 °C to have optimal performance. The polymer films were cooled slowly to room temperature. Au source/drain electrodes of 100 nm thick were then thermally evaporated on top of polymer films through shadow masks. The channel length (L) and the channel width (W) were 100 μm and 1 mm, respectively.

Measurement: Electrical properties of the PnTI TFTs were measured by using a precision source/measurement unit (Keysight, B2912A) in addition to the probe station or the temperature controlled stage (Linkam Scientific, UK). The mobility (\(\mu\)) was extracted from the saturation region and calculated by the formula

\[
\mu_{sat} = \frac{L}{C_{w}W} \frac{dI_{SD}}{dV_{SG}}
\]

where \(I_{SD}\) is the source–drain current, \(V_{SG}\) is the source–gate voltage, \(W\) and \(L\) are the channel width and length, and \(C_{w}\) is the dielectric constant of SiO\(_2\) (10\(^{-4}\) Fm\(^{-1}\)). The measurements of GIWAXS of the thin films were performed at National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center in Taiwan, using beamline 17A. The samples were prepared as described above. The incident angle of X-ray was carefully adjusted to 0.2° by aligning the thin film for each measurement. The surface morphology of polymer thin films was examined by tapping mode of atomic force microscopy (OMV-NTSC, Bruker). For ammonia sensors, the TFTs were measured in the temperature controlled stage, which was equipped with air-tight sealing. The ammonia environments were first prepared by using mass flow controllers (Alicat, US) and then transported into the temperature controlled stage. In most of the sensor measurements, nitrogen served as the carrier gas and various concentrations of ammonia were diluted from 1000 ppm NH\(_3\) in N\(_2\). For the in situ sensor response measured in air, the carrier gas was dry air and the ammonia environment was prepared from 50 ppm NH\(_3\) in air. The sensors were measured at 20 °C and 1 atm.
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